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With soft-landing techniques, the peptides fashion themselves into stable helices
(in red). Image: Julia Laskin/Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

Bedsprings aren't often found in biology. Now, chemists have succeeded
in making a layer of tiny protein coils attached to a surface, much like
miniature bedsprings in a frame. This thin film made of stable and very
pure helices can help researchers develop molecular electronics or solar
cells, or to divine the biology of proteins.

Physical chemists at the Department of Energy's Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory pulled off this design trick using a "soft-landing"
technique that disperses the tiny protein coils onto a waiting surface. The
small proteins called peptides are of a variety that normally take the
shape of a coiled spring or helix in gas phase. The method used by
PNNL's Julia Laskin and Peng Wang delivered ultra-pure helical
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peptides to the surface and trapped them there, they report in July 29
and will appear in print in an upcoming issue of Angewandte Chemie.

"Controlling the conformation of peptides is not easy," said Laskin. "Our
previous studies showed that soft-landing can be used to prepare
ultrapure peptide layers on substrates. The question we faced was, in
addition to controlling purity, can we also control the structure of the
molecules? We showed we could."

Researchers have been trying to make thin films of helical peptides for
many years. Because the peptides line up in an orderly fashion, the
overall chemical nature of the thin films make them useful for a variety
of technological applications. They can be modified with light sensitive
molecules and turned into components of solar cells; or designed to
change shape when a current is applied for molecular electronics. Also,
the helices themselves can be used to elicit cues about how proteins
function.

After making the thin films out of generic peptides previously, Laskin
and Wang wanted to use this method to make a film out of helical
peptides, and compare it with a more common method called
electrospray.

To do so, Laskin and Wang began with peptides made almost entirely of
the amino acid alanine. Due to alanine's chemical nature, long chains of
it naturally form so-called α helices. The researchers ended the alanine
chain with the amino acid lysine, which stabilizes the helix and allows
the coiled chain to be chemically attached to the surface.

Working with a specially designed mass-selected ion deposition
instrument at DOE's Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory on
the PNNL campus, they deposited the peptides on the support layer in
one of two ways, starting either from a liquid form for electrospray or
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from a gaseous mixture for soft-landing. In each case, the chemists
began with the peptides (either in liquid or gas), zapped them to give
them a slight electrical charge and blew them onto the surface.

When the chemists examined the peptide shapes in the solution and the
resulting thin film, they found, unexpectedly, that most of the peptides
failed to form helices. Instead, the majority of peptides took on a flat
shape known as a β sheet. The dearth of helices in liquid form surprised
the researchers.

When the researchers next used soft-landing to form thin layers, they
didn't know if the peptides would form helices before landing on the
surface. "Because we were starting from something that wasn't α-helical
in solution, we were a little pessimistic whether it would work at all,"
Wang said.

But work it did. Depositing the peptides with soft-landing, the chemists
found that nearly all of them alighted as helices. In addition, they could
chemically connect the helices to the surface using a related technique
called reactive-landing. When the chemists treated the thin layer with
sound waves to test how easily the peptides fell off or changed shape,
they found that some loosely bound peptides fell off, but those
remaining maintained their helical forms.

"They formed a nicely organized, beautiful layer," says Wang.

Next, the team would like to create thin peptide layers using different
support surfaces and a different mix of peptide shapes, to learn how to
control the design of the thin films precisely.

"We found an interesting pathway to conduct different types of chemical
reactions between complex molecules and substrates that will potentially
enable us to prepare materials that cannot be made by standard
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methods," said Laskin.

"We hope to conduct lots of chemistry on the thin films," said Laskin --
chemistry that will let them spring forward into understanding biology
and developing new materials.

Reference: P. Wang and J. Laskin, Helical Peptide Arrays on Self-
Assembled Monolayer Surfaces through Soft and Reactive Landing of
Mass-Selected Ions, Angewandte Chemie, online July 29, 2008, DOI
10.1002/anie.200801366 (dx.doi.org/10.1002/anie.200801366).
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